Introduction
============

Upon the discovery of the structure of DNA, and the subsequent illumination of the genetic code over a decade later, the hereditary information contained in the genetic code was presumed to be largely abstracted from details of molecular structure, excepting of course, for the base sequence itself. As a consequence, it was postulated that both codon assignment and degeneracy in the genetic code may be quite arbitrary, having perhaps evolved accidentally with respect to specific base sequences ([@evs073-B9], [@evs073-B10]), and thus existing as a truly abstract "cipher" or code. However, more recently, it has been demonstrated that the genetic code is quite nonrandom with respect to its ability to minimize the effects of single-base substitutions on proteins, especially at the first and third positions of the codon ([@evs073-B19]). Both the source and degree of this nonrandomness are still debated ([@evs073-B57]; [@evs073-B1]; [@evs073-B44]); however, most would agree that this nonrandomness ultimately implies some level of evolutionary constraint evident in both the overall distribution of codon assignments and local choice of codons (i.e., codon bias) within genes and genomes ([@evs073-B22]).

The recent discovery that the genetic code is extremely highly optimized to allow for the carrying of additional parallel codes ([@evs073-B26]) begs the question as to what actually are the specific mechanism(s) by which this additional information can be multiplexed over the genetic code. Supported by a growing body of recent research is a view that this additional information is fundamentally structural in character, somehow comprising additional molecular biophysical properties of the DNA polymer itself. Most notable is DNA\'s ability to bend and deform physically to the requirements of specific DNA--protein interactions that influence gene regulation ([@evs073-B35]; [@evs073-B41]; [@evs073-B36]; [@evs073-B38]; [@evs073-B37]). Research now supports the view that transcriptional gene regulation involves collaborative competition for access to *cis*-regulatory DNA among several classes of proteins that activate gene expression (e.g., transcription factors and chromatin remodelers) and the various histone proteins that package eukaryotic DNA (i.e., forming nucleosomes) ([@evs073-B27]; [@evs073-B40]; [@evs073-B33]; [@evs073-B46]; [@evs073-B56]). This type of structural information contained in DNA polymer is not likely to be limited to *cis*-regulatory regions as nucleosome formation is required of all genomic DNA in eukaryotes, and coding regions, in particular, are known to allow for tight stacking of adjacent nucleosomes against strongly positioned nucleosomes occurring at transcription start sites ([@evs073-B32]).

It is often traditionally assumed that both *cis*-regulatory and coding DNA are inert with respect to the information they carry, wholly dependent upon interactions with complex protein-based systems designed to convert sequence information into cell functions. However, in reality, the DNA polymer is a dynamic and potentially flexible partner in probably all protein--DNA interactions. Although the close proximity of negatively charged phosphate groups on the backbone of the double helix lends considerable stiffness to DNA polymer, there is also a tendency for DNA to form mini kinks that can allow for considerable sequence-dependent DNA deformation without the imposition of strong structural constraints; as is well demonstrated in DNA deformation to the structure of the nucleosome core ([@evs073-B39]; [@evs073-B48]). As a consequence of this sequence-associated tendency of DNA to kink, the flexibility of local regions of DNA polymer is strongly associated with both GC content ([@evs073-B21]) and purine--pyrimidine ground states ([@evs073-B35]). Recently, it has been shown that these biophysical properties of the DNA polymer can play direct and significant roles in governing DNA--protein interactions ([@evs073-B49]; [@evs073-B38]; [@evs073-B50]; [@evs073-B20]) and their evolution ([@evs073-B47]; [@evs073-B36]; [@evs073-B3]; [@evs073-B30]; [@evs073-B34]; [@evs073-B11]; [@evs073-B37]).

In all forms of life, the genetic code must coexist with structural flexibilities of DNA that can either favor or disfavor interactions with specific proteins. In the genomes of almost all Eukarya and some Archaea, where packaging of DNA involves considerable compaction by chromatin architectural proteins, the problem of multiplexing these fundamentally different types of information into a single molecular structure is paramount. Recent observations that codon biases vary in association with nucleosome occupancy ([@evs073-B52]), that a strong codon bias exists toward the avoidance of long A-tracts that are disruptive to nucleosome positioning ([@evs073-B8]), and that genomic mutational frequencies are strongly associated with their affects on the ability of DNA to deform to the structure of the nucleosome core ([@evs073-B3]) would also imply a universal selective pressure to allow the genetic information contained in codons to freely coexist with additional regulatory information encoded by varying local DNA flexibility. In support of this idea, [@evs073-B37] have noted that the third position of the codon ideally defines the minor groove width of the DNA, which in turn, plays a crucial role in regulating DNA--protein interactions through DNA shape-induced changes in electrostatic potential ([@evs073-B38]). So, in theory, it would seem that most mutations with strong potential to affect DNA flexibility would be less likely to alter amino acid sequences of proteins. In one of the few articles to ever address this point specifically, [@evs073-B4] actually observed that the genetic code is quite accommodating of potential structural information in DNA, but because the range of structural variation allowed by the genetic code was low compared with some alternative codes, they speculated that the code has probably not evolved under these structural constraints. However, these author's conclusions are not based on any direct analysis of mutational impacts on DNA shape or flexibility. Beyond this work, there has been little further attempt to explore the evolutionary relationship between DNA flexibility and the functional organization of the genetic code.

Here, we have taken advantage of a recently published metric of intrinsic DNA flexibility, based on a large sequence-dependent nuclear magnetic resonance data set of ^31^P chemical shifts in solution, representing BI ↔ BII conformation states of phosphate linkages in the DNA backbone ([@evs073-B21]). We use a metric scale for intrinsic DNA flexibility to assess the mutational effects of single-base substitutions on the flexibility of DNA polymer comprising various codons. Our primary objective is to examine how mutational impacts on DNA flexibility are related to the organization of the genetic code (i.e., codon assignment), the biased usage of codons of the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* genome (i.e., codon bias), the relative frequencies of purine and pyrimidine conserving substitutions in four closely related yeast genomes (i.e., transition/transversion or Ts:Tv ratio), and the level of functional constraint acting upon protein evolution (i.e., d*N*/d*S*). We hypothesize that the nonrandomness evident in both codon assignment and codon usage may reveal a signature of mutational bias and/or functional constraint regarding the intrinsic flexibility of DNA.

Materials and Methods
=====================

The TRX Score and Intrinsic Flexibility of B-DNA
------------------------------------------------

In solution, the P linkages of the B-DNA backbone can reside in one of two molecular states, referred to as BI or BII conformations, at any point in time. The TRX or "twist, roll, and X displacement" scale is a measure of the average percentage of time that a particular P linkage connecting two bases resides in the BII conformation; the higher this percentage, the more flexible the dinucleotide or dimer ([@evs073-B21]). This TRX scale was derived from a large nuclear magnetic resonance data set. The TRX scale is presented in [table 1](#evs073-T1){ref-type="table"} in conjunction with the AT content and purine (R)--pyridimine (Y) sequence state of each dimer. [@evs073-B35] conducted a study of DNA--protein crystal structures demonstrating that YR dimers are generally most flexible, often occupying critical sites of DNA--protein interaction (RY dimers are least flexible). It is now widely accepted that YR dimers accommodate lateral displacements in the long axis of DNA, known as "kink and slide" deformations, which are critical to many protein--DNA interactions including nucleosome formation ([@evs073-B48]; [@evs073-B51]). As presented in [table 1](#evs073-T1){ref-type="table"}, the TRX scale also confirms the contribution of YR/RY dimers, as well as the contribution of base composition toward DNA flexibility (with higher GC content associated with more flexibility). Table 1The Flexibility of DNA as Measured by TRX Score, AT Composition, and Pyrimidine--Purine (YR) Ordering of a Given Dimer (Dinucleotide)DimerPurine:PyrimidineFrequency of ATTRXCpG:CpGYR:YR043CpA:TpGYR:YR0.542GpG:CpCRR:YY042GpC:GpCRY:RY025GpA:TpCRR:YY0.522TpA:TpAYR:YR114ApG:CpTRR:YY0.59ApA:TpTRR:YY15ApC:GpTRY:RY0.54ApT:ApTRY:RY10[^2]

Correlation of TRX Score to Minor Groove Width Dimensions of DNA
----------------------------------------------------------------

It was recently reported that DNA shape, defined by the minor groove width of the double helix, correlates strongly to DNA flexibility ([@evs073-B38]). By narrowing minor groove width, negatively charged phosphate groups on the backbone more strongly repel each other causing the subsequent decrease in flexibility. To assess the relationship between DNA shape and TRX score, we investigated the statistical association of minor groove width (in angstroms) of tetramers given in supplementary tables of [@evs073-B38] to their sum TRX scores calculated according to method of [@evs073-B21]. These data include average minor groove widths of both protein bound and free DNA.

Estimation of Mutational Impact on the DNA Flexibility for a Given Codon (dTRX)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DNA flexibility over the extent of a single codon (i.e., codon linkage flexibility) was defined by the total sum conformational state, or sum TRX score, for the four phosphate (P) linkages on the leading strand DNA sugar--phosphate backbone for a given codon ([fig. 1](#evs073-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Two of these P linkages are internal to a given codon, flanking the base in the second position of the codon, thereby contributing to DNA flexibility only in accordance with codon assignment. The other two P linkages are external to a given codon, preceding the first base position and following the third base, and are thereby defined through the combination of codon assignment and usage of neighboring adjacent codons. Therefore, these external P linkages can also potentially influence overall DNA flexibility through patterns of codon usage or "codon bias." In our comparative genomic analyses, we used the multiple alignments for four extant *Saccharomyces* spp*.* (*S. cerevisiae, S. paradoxus, S. mikatae, and S. bayanus*) previously published by [@evs073-B29] implementing PAML software (baseml program; [@evs073-B55]) to assemble ancestral sequence reconstructions on the clade for all the aligned genes. These reconstructions allow us to determine the evolutionary directionality of substitution events in a way that pairwise comparison of extant sequences would not. The mutational effect of single-base substitutions on codon linkage flexibility, or ΔTRX~codon~, was defined as or in the case of simulations of neutral evolution on random seuences (described in the next section) *E*^trx^ and *I*^trx^ specify the TRX scores for "external" and "internal" P linkages, respectively (note: differences are always 0 for the two linkages unaffected by the single-base substitution at a particular codon position, i.e., where extant and ancestral sequences are identical). In conclusion, a negative value of dTRX indicates a mutational impact whereby the stiffness of the DNA backbone in a given codon is decreased (i.e., flexibility increased), whereas a positive value indicates a stiffening of the DNA. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---DNA flexibility as defined by the four phosphate linkages in the codon (TRX). (*A*) External linkages are defined by neighboring adjacent codons, whereas internal linkages are defined by the codon itself. Adjacent codons are displayed with alternating stick and wireframe display. (*B*) A strong and highly significant correlation (*r* = 0.66, *P* \< 0.0001, df = 193) exists between the sum flexibility(TRX score) and the average minor groove width (angstroms) of tetramers in free DNA and protein-bound DNA structures reported in [@evs073-B38].

Assessing Effects of Codon Assignment on dTRX: Neutral Simulations on Random Sequences Using Alternative Genetic Codes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the ability of codon assignments in alternative genetic codes to bias average effects on dTRX, we randomly permuted base assignments of the three codon positions according to figure 1 in [@evs073-B26] to create 1,152 (=4!×4!×2) alternate genetic codes. There are 4! (=24) permutations of the four nucleotides, giving 24^3^ (=13,824) alternative codes. The number of permutations can be reduced to 1,152 by consideration of the wobble constraint (i.e., recognizing only the YR state of third position). This permutation scheme retains the overall composition of base assignments in the genetic code and the number of codons assigned to each amino acid; however, it randomizes the positions of the bases within codons specified by the alternative codes. For each alternative code, we generated random amino acid sequences that were 1,000,000 residues in length built with an equal probability of each amino acid at each residue position. Amino acids sequences were reverse translated using an equal probability for choice of codon (i.e., no codon bias), and the resulting DNA sequences were diverged neutrally at 16% of their sites (i.e., 8% divergence on each lineage) using an equal probability of each type of base change (i.e., substitutions were modeled according to Jukes--Cantor or JC69). The random DNA sequences generated in this manner are theoretically 48.3% GC, therefore the neutral simulations were conducted at very near equilibrium regarding GC content. This is important due to the fact that the neutral evolution of TRX scores, being highly dependent upon GC content, can potentially simply reflect nonequilibrium changes in GC content under the neutral model. To ensure that this potential bias was not driving our main result in any way, we also conducted our simulations using DNA sequences randomly generated at 50% GC and compared this to our simulations using randomly generated amino acid sequences. Finally, the average dTRX for each of the four functional classes of mutations (i.e., synonymous Ts, synonymous Tv, nonsynonymous Ts, and nonsynonymous Tv) were calculated under each alternative coding scheme and compared with the average dTRX derived from an identical neutral simulation using the standard genetic code. These averages simulated under neutral evolutionary models with both real and alternative genetic codes were also compared with overall genomic average dTRX observed when comparing the genomes of the four extant yeast spp. to their ancestral states (later).

Comparative Genomic Analysis of dTRX in Four Closely Related Yeast Genomes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiple alignments of the four extant yeast species were used to construct ancestral sequence reconstructions (using baseml program in PAML). The directionality of single-base substitutions was determined by comparing extant sequences with their ancestral states. The relative positions of mutations with respect to reading frame (i.e., codon position) were noted as well. We individually averaged the mutational impacts on codon linkage flexibility (dTRX) across the six classes of substitutions (i.e., two types of Ts and four types of Tv) and compared their overall frequencies on both synonymous (i.e., silent = S) and nonsynonymous sites (i.e., AA replacement sites = N). We also averaged dTRX for all 540 possible classes of codon substitutions as well. Note: these are reported as averages for each class of codon substitution involving a base change at first or third positions, necessary due to variance contributed to the flexibility of external P linkages by base pairings of adjacent codons. In this analysis, codon substitutions were classified/color coded according to their effect on purine--pyrimidine ground state of the DNA sequence (i.e., Ts vs. Tv) and their effect on amino acid sequence (N vs. S). Thus four functional types of mutation are defined with respect to codons (synonymous Ts, synonymous Tv, nonsynonymous Ts, and nonsynonymous Tv).

Assessing Effects of Codon Bias on dTRX in *S. cerevisiae* with Random Synonymous Codon Reassignments
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To distinguish the potential mutational effects of codon assignment from codon usage bias, we randomly assigned synonymous codons at observed sites of single-base substitution throughout the four yeast genomes and reanalyzed average dTRX on all 540 types of codon substitutions. We compared this with similar results obtained from unaltered coding and noncoding regions, as well as simulated neutral evolution on random DNA sequences. Here again, neutral simulations of evolutionary diverged 1MB random DNA sequences were constructed using equal probabilities of base substitutions (i.e., the Jukes--Cantor model). However, the random sequences used for the neutral simulations were constructed with the same overall dinucleotide frequencies as the *S. cerevisiae* genome. Evolutionary divergence was 8% on each branch or lineage (16% total divergence). Where necessary to quantify codon bias at the level of single genes, we chose the weighted relative entropy metric of [@evs073-B45]. For any given gene, we report codon bias (as = 1−Suzuki\'s weighted relative entropy) on a scale of 0 (indicating no bias) to 1 (indicating universal preferences for single codons). This method was preferred over others (e.g., codon adaptation indices; [@evs073-B42]) as it makes no assumption as to an optimal level of bias as defined by comparisons to reference sets of highly expressed genes. It also has several advantages over simpler metrics of codon evenness in that it accounts for the number of distinct amino acids, their relative frequency in a given gene, and the degree of codon degeneracy. Finally, we also compared respective trends in the associations of average gene-specific flexibility or TRX~sum~ (i.e., average coding region flexibility) and average gene-specific mutational shifts in flexibility or \|dTRX\| (i.e., average mutational shift in flexibility taken over entire coding region) to several of the most important descriptors of comparative genomics (i.e., Ts:Tv, codon bias, and d*N*/d*S*). To illuminate the potential role of codon usage bias in also contributing toward gene-averaged mutational shifts in local DNA flexibility, we also conducted identical analyses where synonymous codons were chosen randomly (i.e., shuffled) at sites of mutation on ancestral sequences. Where possible, we compared trends to noncoding regions as well. Additional analyses were conducted using a randomized TRX scale (i.e., random integers from 0 to 43) to validate the biological signal in our results.

Results
=======

Correlation of TRX Score to Minor Groove Width Dimensions of DNA
----------------------------------------------------------------

As expected, we found a strong and highly significant positive correlation between the minor groove widths (in angstroms) of tetramers observed in both free DNA structures and protein-bound DNA structures and their calculated sums of TRX scores (*r* = 0.66, *P* \< 0.0001, df = 193; [fig. 1](#evs073-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*) indicating a strong role of P linkage flexibility in determining DNA shape.

Assessing Effects of Codon Assignment on dTRX: Neutral Simulations on Random Sequences Using Alternative Genetic Codes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated directly the potential role that codon assignments in the standard genetic code may play in biasing mutational impacts on DNA flexibility at the level of codons. We generated 1,152 alternative genetic codes and compared the average random mutational impacts (dTRX) for each alternative code to those of the real code over each of the four functional classes of substitutions (i.e., synonymous Ts, synonymous Tv, nonsynonymous Ts, and nonsynonymous Tv). To assess potential influences of selective constraints on dTRX, we also included average random mutational impacts estimated from the real patterns of mutation in the yeast genomes as well. We found that the standard genetic code appears extremely highly optimized to favor synonymous substitutions that increase DNA flexibility under neutral evolutionary processes, particularly with respect to synonymous Ts ([fig. 2](#evs073-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. SA](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evs073/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evs073/DC1) online, top; probabilities under normal distribution are synonymous Ts = 0.016, synonymous Tv = 0.027; nonsynonymous Ts and Tv are 0.980 and 0.776, respectively). A marked signature of selective constraint was also evident, as synonymous substitutions actually observed in the yeast genomes exhibit on average only very slight increases in DNA flexibility. The genetic code also appears somewhat optimized to reduce the effects of nonsynonymous Ts on DNA flexibility; an opposite trend to that observed in synonymous substitutions, with little evidence of selective constraint here ([fig. 2](#evs073-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. SA](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evs073/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evs073/DC1) online; bottom, *y* axis). Conversely, nonsynonymous Tv appear to have very large levels of selective constraint on DNA flexibility with nearly no evident optimization in the code ([fig. 2](#evs073-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. SA](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evs073/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evs073/DC1) online; bottom, *x* axis). Taken as a whole, these patterns in selective constraint support that mutations at so-called silent sites are actually quite evolutionarily constrained with respect to DNA flexibility, whereas nonsilent mutations are far less constrained. In addition, despite the tendency of silent mutations to increase DNA flexibility, most mutations appear to have accumulated in the yeast genomes with little to no effect on codon flexibility (i.e., average dTRX ≈ 0); supporting our hypothesis that although natural selection and genetic drift have been working to alter protein structures over time, the structural information contained in DNA polymer as it affects its flexibility is generally conserved by selection acting on silent mutations and nonsilent Tv and through optimization of the genetic code with respect to nonsilent Ts. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Average mutational impacts on DNA flexibility for evolutionary neutral simulations under alternative genetic codes. A total of 1,152 alternative permutations of the genetic code were computed using the method of [@evs073-B26], and the average mutational impact for four classes of substitutions (synonymous Ts, synonymous Tv, nonsynonymous Ts, and nonsynonymous Tv) were calculated using neutral evolutionary simulations on reverse translated random amino acid sequences with no codon usage bias (48.3% GC content). Values for neutral simulations using the standard genetic code (red) and real mutations in yeast genomes (blue), presumably selectively constrained, are shown for comparison. The level/direction of selective constraint is indicated by the black arrow.

Comparative Genomic Analysis of dTRX in Four Closely Related Yeast Genomes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Not surprisingly, comparative sequence analysis of the multiple alignments clearly indicated that the average mutational impacts of substitutions on the flexibility of codons (dTRX) were far greater, in those four substitution types which alter the local GC content. This was to be expected as TRX scores correlate directly with GC content. Substitutions resulting in an additional G or C increase flexibility on average (or decrease stiffness; = negative dTRX value), whereas substitutions resulting in an additional A or T decrease flexibility on average (or increase stiffness; = positive dTRX). These differences in average genomic mutational impacts on codons (dTRX) were highly significant (*F* = 646.23, num df = 5, denom df = 265, *P* \< 0.0001; [fig. 3](#evs073-F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Comparison of overall genomic frequencies of these substitutions at both synonymous and nonsynonymous sites revealed very high frequencies of purine and pyrimidine conserving mutations (i.e., Ts), especially at synonymous sites ([fig. 3](#evs073-F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Therefore, the overall tendency of high frequencies of GC→AT (Ts), often commonly associated with mutational biases imposed by spontaneous deamination, appears compensated to a considerable degree in its overall effect on DNA flexibility by equally high frequencies of AT→GC (Ts). More detailed analyses of the frequencies of all 540 possible codon substitutions also reveals a compensating trend around dTRX in synonymous Ts ([fig. 4](#evs073-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). We compared this plot to a similar one derived from noncoding regions of our alignments ([fig. 4](#evs073-F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*) and found that a high rate of Ts still occurs, but relative Tv rates are slightly higher in GC content-preserving or GC content-elevating Tv. As a codon-based substitution analysis is not really appropriate when applied to noncoding sequence, we wondered how this result might compare to coding sequences in which codon bias was controlled or eliminated ([fig. 4](#evs073-F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*) or in which mutations accumulated neutrally on random DNA sequences ([fig. 4](#evs073-F4){ref-type="fig"}*D*). Here, we also find elevation of synonymous Tv rates, and in neutral simulations, the overall effects on dTRX lean markedly toward increasing the flexibility of P linkages in codons ([fig. 4](#evs073-F4){ref-type="fig"}*D*), further supporting our earlier conclusion that a built-in mutational bias may exist regarding synonymous substitutions under the standard genetic code to increase DNA flexibility and therefore through the process of random genetic drift. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---Mutational impact on DNA flexibility and frequency of occurrence for different classes of substitutions in the yeast genomes. (*A*) Average mutational impact of single-base substitutions on the flexibility of codon phosphate linkages (delta TRX) for all classes of substitutions. Negative values indicate mutational shifts toward increased DNA flexibility. (*B*) Frequencies of the same classes of substitutions for both functional (amino acid replacing) and silent substitution types. High frequency mutations (synonymous Ts) have strong counteracting average effects on DNA flexibility. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---Association of genomic frequency and average mutational impact of single-base substitutions on the flexibility of codon phosphate linkages (dTRX) for all 540 possible codon substitutions. Results are shown for (*A*) yeast coding and (*B*) noncoding sequences, as well as (*C*) coding sequences where codons at the sites of mutations were replaced with random synonymous codons (i.e., eliminating codon usage bias). (*D*) Frequencies of codon substitutions in a simulation of neutral evolution acting on random DNA (using standard genetic code).

Assessing Effects of Codon Bias on dTRX in *S. cerevisiae* with Random Synonymous Codon Reassignments
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further investigate the importance of mutational impacts on codon flexibility (dTRX) in driving common patterns observed in comparative genomics, we averaged the \|dTRX\| for the coding region of each gene and compared avg\|dTRX\| with Ts:Tv ratios and levels of functional conservation on proteins (i.e., d*N* and d*N*/d*S*). We also conducted identical analyses where synonymous codons were chosen randomly (i.e., shuffled) at sites of mutation on ancestral sequences. Where possible, we compared trends to noncoding regions as well. We found that the elevation in Ts:Tv ratio is significantly associated with genes demonstrating large mutational shifts in DNA flexibility at the levels of individual codons and that this trend is maintained almost completely by existing codon usage biases of single genes (with bias, *r* = 0.26, *P* \< 0.0001; without bias *r* = 0.06, *P* = 0.03; [fig. 5](#evs073-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). A similar plot is shown in [figure 5](#evs073-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* using DNA flexibility (TRX~codon~) in lieu of dTRX to highlight the profound overall differences in DNA flexibility between coding and noncoding regions in the yeast genome. We also found a significant anticorrelation between gene-specific mutational shifts in \|dTRX\| and their level of nonsynonymous substitution (d*N*) and d*N*/d*S*, indicating that more highly conserved genes have higher overall shifts in DNA flexibility at the levels of codons (for d*N*/d*S*, *r* = −0.14, *P* \< 0.0001; [fig. 5](#evs073-F5){ref-type="fig"}*C* and for d*N*, *r* = −0.29 , *P* \< 0.0001; [fig. 5](#evs073-F5){ref-type="fig"}*D*). Again, this correlative trend is wholly dependent on existing codon bias (for d*N*/d*S* without codon bias, *r* = 0.029, *P* = 0.328; [fig. 5](#evs073-F5){ref-type="fig"}*C* and for d*N* without bias *r* = −0.038, *P* = 0.197; [fig. 5](#evs073-F5){ref-type="fig"}*D*). These correlative trends support that the evolution of amino acid sequence and phosphate linkage flexibility are only partially decoupled as it would appear that highly conserved coding sequences (low d*N* or low d*N*/d*S*) are associated with higher average mutational shifts in \|dTRX\|. Such a trade-off in the efficiency of selection acting in the context of the multiplexing of sequence-based and structurally based information might be expected when more than one type of information must share the same molecular structure. Many of these highly conserved genes also appear to have comparably high Ts:Tv ratio, further supporting that higher rates of synonymous AT→GC (Ts) may actually function to conserve DNA flexibility at the level of individual codons without adversely affecting protein function. A very weak but significant anticorrelation between gene-specific mutational shifts in \|dTRX\| and synonymous substitutions (d*S*) was also observed to be maintained by codon bias (for d*S* with codon bias, *r* = −0.08, *P* = 0.007 and for d*S* without bias *r* = 0.053, *P* = 0.077; [fig. 5](#evs073-F5){ref-type="fig"}*D*). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.---Fundamental relationships between codon bias, DNA flexibility, and comparative evolutionary genomics. (*A*) Across all genes, codon bias maintains a strong correlation between the relative rate of purine and pyrimidine conserving mutations (Ts/Tv) and the average overall mutational impact on the DNA flexibility of codons. (*B*) Comparative relationships between Ts/Tv and average DNA flexibility of codons. (*C*) Codon bias also maintains a strong correlation between average mutational impacts on flexibility and elevated levels of functional conservation of a given gene (i.e., low d*N*/d*S*). (*D*) This correlation is driven largely by trend in d*N* (not shown---correlation with d*S* is small). In the unbiased groupings (gray), codon usage bias was eliminated through random replacement with synonymous codons at all sites affected by base substitution.

Discussion
==========

Taken as a whole, our results strongly implicate a major role for local variability of DNA polymer flexibility in affecting the molecular evolution of coding regions in yeast genomes. The molecular evolution of this intrinsic structurally encoded information is only possible because different types of substitutions have substantially different effects on DNA flexibility and minor groove width. These mutational effects are largely in accordance with relative impact on local GC content and the formation or dissolution of YR dimers, where lateral displacements of the DNA long axis can occur (i.e., mini kinks or "kink and slide" deformations). Later, we outline two lines of supporting evidence that DNA shape and flexibility are subject to significant evolutionary forces---both from neutral mutational bias imposed by the genetic code itself and from purifying selective pressure to generally minimize mutational impacts on DNA flexibility. Finally, we offer a potential functional explanation for the patterns we observe.

Optimization and Selective Constraints Regarding Codon Assignments
------------------------------------------------------------------

We find that the organization of codon assignment within the genetic code is highly optimized to maximize the tendency of synonymous substitutions to increase the intrinsic flexibility of the DNA polymer under neutral evolution (i.e., genetic drift). This organization of codon assignment in the genetic code is also optimized to minimize the tendencies of nonsynonymous transitions to alter DNA flexibility as well. Over evolutionary timescales, this combination of silent mutations with large potential impacts on DNA flexibility and nonsilent mutations with small impacts on flexibility may have played an important role in establishing many of the common characteristics of coding regions observed in comparative genomics, including elevated GC content, elevated Ts:Tv ([@evs073-B54]), and dense nucleosome stacking ([@evs073-B32]). With respect to nonsilent transversions, the organization of codon assignments appears not to be optimized to control their tendency to increase DNA flexibility. Instead, nonsynonymous transversions appear strongly selectively constrained to have little effect on DNA flexibility. Together, these results implicate a combined role for both purifying selection and genetic code optimization, in facilitating the coexistence of structural with genetic information. The potential selective constraint of nonsilent transversion, which would contribute to elevating Ts:Tv across most coding regions, may be particularly indicative of this multiplexing of genetic and structural information into the same molecular context. Additionally, the existence of significant selective constraints on DNA flexibility at synonymous sites seriously jeopardizes the notion of the existence of truly "silent sites" in the genome. The suggestion that non-neutral evolution can act upon so-called silent sites is not new ([@evs073-B6]), but our work suggests a universal mechanism by which it can occur. [@evs073-B37] have recently recognized that the third position of the codon, where most synonymous substitutions occur, is largely responsible for defining DNA shape by the width of the minor groove. Thus, the reading frames of coding regions have an ability to easily coincide and avoid interfering with the structural characteristics of DNA polymer that determine its local flexibility. In this sense, the existence of a triplet code may be no accident of early evolution.

Codon Bias Supports Correlative Trends between DNA Flexibility and Descriptive Metrics of Comparative Genomics
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We also cannot ignore the potential involvement of codon bias in maintaining DNA flexibility in coding regions either. Although, we did not manipulate codon bias when generating random sequences from alternative codes, we were able to observe its significant role in maintaining significant genome-wide associations regarding DNA flexibility, Ts:Tv ratio, d*N,* and d*N*/d*S* averaged over the entire coding regions of individual genes. We conclude that existing codon biases have probably evolved in response to the need to maintain a significant functional level of flexibility in the coding regions of the genome.

This finding is somewhat surprising in light of previous research strongly linking codon usage to the availability of cytosolic tRNA. Translation-optimized codon usage is well documented in many model organisms ([@evs073-B25]), most likely due to selection for maintaining translational accuracy ([@evs073-B43]). Codon usage bias also correlates strongly with gene expression level within most species ([@evs073-B17]; [@evs073-B15]) and follows patterns of gene coregulation and coexpression ([@evs073-B18]). It was recently proposed that the primary source of selective constraint on coding sequence evolution is the potential misfolding of mistranslated proteins, especially in highly expressed genes where mistakes at the level of translation can more easily overwhelm the coping mechanisms of cells ([@evs073-B14]; [@evs073-B53]). This potentially universal constraint was proposed to account for the general observation that highly expressed proteins evolve quite slowly ([@evs073-B13]). It also calls into question the utility of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution ratios (d*N*/d*S* or Ka/Ks) in identifying functional constraints on protein evolution that are not potentially confounded by translation-induced variation in gene expression ([@evs073-B14]).

However, a major problem with the view that selective constraints acting on coding sequence evolution are mostly affecting molecular events during translation is the fact that gene expression is regulated in large part through transcription rather than translation (70% transcriptional to 30% translational according to [@evs073-B31]). Although this, in itself does not negate the role of translational optimization in shaping the evolution of coding sequences, it suggests that selection should also act on events occurring during transcription as well. If the evolution of translational optimization explained all aspects of observed codon usage bias, then one would expect that selective constraints of coding and noncoding regions should differ. However, evidence that codon usage biases favored within specific genomes can be actually be predicted by features of the intergenic regions of those genomes ([@evs073-B7]; [@evs073-B23]) implies that mutational and/or selective biases acting on whole genomes have actively shaped the functional organization of the genetic code as well. Our finding that codon usage biases in yeast support significant trends between mutational impacts on DNA flexibility and several well-known descriptors of molecular evolution (Ts:Tv and d*N*:d*S*) is also in accord with this emerging perspective that codon bias may result from selective constraints related to transcriptional processes and translational efficiency.

Mutational Biases May Counteract Negative Effects of Spontaneous Deamination on DNA Flexibility
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although mutationally biased by the genetic code, the high frequency of AT→GC transitions we observe, particularly at third position synonymous sites, also appear to be potentially functional in counteracting the large negative effects of spontaneous deaminations (i.e., GC→AT transitions) upon structurally encoded information in the genome. Recently, a strong mutational bias toward A and T generating mutations was observed in mutation accumulation lines of *Caenorhabditis* nematodes ([@evs073-B12]). This suggests that genomic DNA has a marked tendency to become "stiffer" over long evolutionary timescales when subjected to genetic drift, particularly in small populations. Indeed, the observation of very high AT content resulting from the massive genomic decay in bacterial endosymbionts of aphids ([@evs073-B5]) is also potentially indicative of this sort of mutational bias as well. Perhaps, a mutational bias reducing DNA flexibility is universal and requires a highly optimized organization of the genetic code to counteract stiffening of genomic DNA over time. The decreased flexibility commonly observed in almost all noncoding regions of the genome would seem to support this speculation, as noncoding regions are obviously not "protected" against this mutational bias by the presence of the genetic code. However, selection may also certainly play a role in these regions as well, as it is widely accepted that reduced DNA flexibility in gene promoter regions is functional, allowing ease of access for transcription factors, through a reduction of DNA deformability to the nucleosome core ([@evs073-B27]). The recent discovery of strong universal selective pressures to increase GC content in most bacteria ([@evs073-B24]), and perhaps even the existence of GC-biased gene conversion in eukaryotes ([@evs073-B16]), perhaps may also suggest an underlying need to counteract a universal mutational pressure of genomic DNA to become stiffer over evolutionary timescales. However, the existence of truly "universal" mutational biases in molecular evolution has been a contentious issue in the past ([@evs073-B28]), perhaps best left for future experimental evidence to resolve ([@evs073-B12]).

Conclusion
==========

The gene products produced by eukaryotic genomes function in a vast variety of ways; however, all gene products originate from information that is universally packaged first into the nucleosome and then into successive levels of higher order chromatin. Ultimately, this packaging and unpackaging of information during transcriptional gene regulation depends in large part upon local variations in the intrinsic flexibility of DNA, which are a direct function of sequence-dependent conformational states of the phosphate linkages in the DNA polymer backbone. In this sense, DNA structurally encodes for its own packaging. In coding regions, this structurally encoded information must always coexist with genetic information, requiring a mechanism of multiplexing two very disparate types of information into the same molecular context. The observation that triplet codons appear scaled precisely to the same repeat frequency of base pairs defining the width of the minor groove, and therefore defining the intrinsic flexibility of DNA, is probably no happy accident. In general, it allows information that is silent in one context to be active in another.

Because biology is increasingly being dominated by vast amounts of sequence data, the field of molecular evolution has traditionally ignored the role of structural variation in the DNA double helix in shaping the genomic spectrum of mutation. In this study, our demonstration of a fundamental connection between DNA flexibility and the organization of codons offers a compelling reason to no longer ignore the simple fact that DNA is not merely a sequence of letters but is also the molecular scaffolding for a complex and dynamic chromatin structure that interacts, through bending and binding, with a large host of other proteins in the cell.

List of Abbreviations
=====================

Ts= purine to purine or pyrimidine to pyrimidine substitution (transition).Tv= purine to pyrimidine or pyrimidine to purine substitution (transversion).d*N*= rate of nonsynonymous or amino acid replacing substitutions.d*S*= rate of synonymous or "silent" substitutions.TRX= intrinsic flexibility score ([@evs073-B21]).TRX~sum~= sum of TRX score over codon.dTRX= delta TRX = overall sum of mutational changes in DNA flexibility (TRX score) for the phosphate linkages in a given codon.avg \|dTRX\|= \|dTRX\| summed over all codons for a given gene.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary figure SA](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evs073/DC1) is available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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[^1]: **Associate editor:** Bill Martin

[^2]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---The TRX score appears to capture the function of both AT content and YR ordering. The base stacking of weak-bonded base pairs (A and T) results in narrower minor groove width and less flexible DNA. The YR dimers (green fill) are highly susceptible to lateral displacementsor "kink and slide" deformations in protein--DNA crystal structures, whereas the RY dimers (red fill) are least deformable ([@evs073-B35]).
